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Degree Requirements:
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Type of Position:
Location:
Travel Required:

RK081911A
Staff Production Engineer
Bachelors Degree in Petroleum Engineering or Related Discipline
15+
Direct Hire
Southwestern Pennsylvania
Less than 15%

Our client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for a Staff Production Engineer who has a Bachelors degree in
Petroleum Engineering and a minimum of 15 years oil or gas industry experience. Relocation assistance is
budgeted for this position
The MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS for this position are:
* Bachelors degree in Petroleum Engineering or a related discipline
* 15+ years work experience in the oil or gas industry
* Hands on problem solving experience as a Production Engineering
* Have a strong theoretical background
* Be able to apply nodal analysis & other advanced methods to solve production issues
* Verifiable problem solving skills
* Prior experience leading multi-disciplinary teams
* Prior experience developing assets to extract full potential during asset life cycle
* Full understanding of engineering packages ( artificial lift, economic analysis, reserve management )
PLUSSES in this position are:
* Expertise with OGRE Systems Software ( pyxis, pyxis Pro, pyxis Pro Global )
* Expertise adding value by enhancing undeveloped assets in gas or oil production
Reporting to the Production Engineering Manager the RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include but
are not limited to:
* Identification, evaluation, & proposal of potential projects, workovers, & stimulation
* Follow projects from inception to completion
* Identify new production opportunities
* Optimize production using equipment upgrades & process changes
* Track present projects & production
* Minimize water production
* Apply artificial lift methodologies
* Assist Field Operations Staff in problem solving on a daily basis
* Act as team leader ( lead engineer ) to mentor & develop engineers with less experience

If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us using
Word 97 -2003 at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in the
subject line of your email.
In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and
expertise as it applies to this position. Also, please provide us with your salary requirements.
KEY WORDS: petroleum engineer, production engineer, staff production engineer, pyxis, OGRE,
artificial lift, reserve management, economic analysis, oil, gas, nodal analysis, asset life cycle, PA,
Pennsylvania, existing production, future production, workovers, stimulation, project development,
production engineering manager, lead engineer, team leader, mentor,

